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Abstract

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac

arrhythmia. Atrial action potential (AP) alternans

appearance during atrial flutter play a determinant role

as AF precursor. AP alternans involves intracellular

calcium concentration alternation that affects calcium

dependent currents like INaCa and IClCa. In this study, a

modified rabbit atrial AP mode, that includes ICl,Ca

formulation is used. In order to induce alternans, the

pacing cycle length was abruptly shortened from a basic

drive of 1000 ms after 7.5 s of stimulation. The role of

IClCa was investigated by blocking the current. When

increasing pace rate, from a cycle length of 1000 ms to

180 ms, beat-to-beat alternans appear. Repeating the

procedure in IClCa blockade situation, in the range of 60

to 100 %, alternans dessapear. Our results suggest that

IClCa blockade prevents alternans and for this reason IClCa

blockade could be potentially antiarrhythmic, preventing

AF.

1. Introduction

Most people have a normal heart rhythm (sinus

rhythm) rate of between 60 and 80 beats per minute. In

atrial fibrillation, the atria contract rapidly and irregularly

at rates of 400 to 600 beats per minute. The AV node will

not allow many signals through to the ventricles; only 1:2

or 1:3 of atrial beats pass to ventricles. However, the

ventricles beat too fast, at rates of 110 to 180 beats per

minute.

AF is the most common cardiac arrhythmia affecting

millions of people worldwide, its incidence increases

with age and it is responsible for a substantial proportion

of hospital costs incurred in the treatment of cardiac

rhythm disorders [1]. AF treatment, depending on the

case, could be based in antiarrhythmic and anticoagulant

drugs or requires the use radiofrequency ablation and

surgery [2].

AF mechanism is unknown. There are two main

hypothesis: the multiple wavelet theory of Garrey and

Moe [3] and the ectopic focus theory by Engelman [4].

It is known that alternans of atrial action potential

(AP) during atrial flutter could play a determinant role as

a precursor to AF [5].

Beat-to-beat alternans of AP could be observed on

the surface like the appearance of electrocardiographic

(ECG) T-waves alternans that are characterized by beat-

to-beat alternation of the morphology, amplitude and/or

polarity of the T wave.

Shimizu and Antzelevitch found that under

conditions mimicking congenital long-QT syndrome

physiology in a ventricular wedge preparation, alternans

of  ECG T-wave and action potential duration (APD)

were elicited during rapid pacing and abolished by

ryanodine and low extracellular calcium, implicating

intracellular calcium cycling in the maintenance of

alternans [6].

Leistad and co-workers investigated the contractile

dysfunction in an experimental model of AF [7] and they

found that the atrial contractile dysfunction after acute

AF is reduced by the calcium channel antagonist

verapamil, which suggests that transarcolemmal calcium

influx contributed to this dysfunction.

It is known that rapid and irregular depolarizations

can increase free intracellular calcium in cardiac

myocytes of many different species [8]. Piot and co-

workers showed that high frequencies of depolarization

in human atrial myocytes induced upregulation of cardiac

calcium currents, resulting in up 80 % increases in

calcium influx [9]. These increased levels of intracellular

calcium could shorten the action potential by opening of

calcium dependent chloride currents [10-14].

Dynamic of calcium affects calcium activated

transmembrane currents like calcium-activated chloride

current ICl,Ca.

ICl,Ca is also known as the second component (Ito2) of a

transient outward current (Ito) that is active in

depolarization. ICl,Ca magnitude is lower than Ito1, a

potassium current, under normal conditions and slow

rates. However, at high rates Ito1 decreases its amplitude

and Ito2 does not. ICl,Ca is dependent on [Ca
2+

]i, is time-

independent and it presents a voltage-dependent outward

rectification [10-13].

We developed a comprehensive model for the ICl-Ca

(published in a previous work)[14] that was included into

a rabbit atrial AP model [15]. The present study tries to

clarify the role of ICl,Ca in alternans generation.
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2. Methods

A set of mathematical equations describes the

dependence of ICl,Ca on intracellular Ca
2+

, as well as on

ionic concentrations. The current through Cl-Ca channels is

described as a product of three terms: first term is expressed

using the Goldmann-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation, the

second term ( fCa ) shows the dependence on calcium and

follows a Hill-type equation, and the last term ( Rc ) shows

the rectification exhibited by Cl-Ca channels, which is due

to a voltage-dependent blockade caused by intracellular

cations (Table I).

TABLE I
CALCIUM-DEPENDENT CHLORIDE CURRENT EQUATIONS
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Model Parameters:

KmCl,Ca = 150,2·10
-3

 mM/l   pcl = 1,1712·10
-3 

nS     nH = 1

The mathematical description of ICl,Ca was included

into the atrial AP LMCG model.

Software programs were written in ACSL language

using Gear stiff algorithm to solve the nonlinear system

of differential equations that result from the AP myocyte

model.

3. Results and discusion

To induce alternans, the pacing cycle length was

abruptly shortened from a basic drive of 1000 ms to

180 ms after 7.5 s of stimulation.

Figure 2. AP amplitude after sudden change in pace rate from cycle

length of 1000 ms to 180 ms at 7.5 s.

Figure 3. Beat-to-beat AP amplitude alternans (triangle: high and

circle: low amplitude) at 120 s and various ICl,Ca blockades.

Figure 1. AP and intracellular calcium concentration after sudden change in pace rate from cycle length of 1000 ms to 180 ms.
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Fig. 1 shows the results of increasing pace rate. In

this situation the action potential (after a transient

interval) presents beat-to-beat alternation in amplitude

(44 mV- 61 mV). The beat-to-beat variations of

intracellular calcium (0.15 nM - 3.7 nM) concentration

seem to indicate a calcium dynamic correlation with AP

alternans.

Fig. 2 shows the variations of action potential

amplitude. Plot shows a reduction in amplitude after

decreasing cycle length at 7.5 s. It can be observed the

presence of a time transient interval between the increase

of pace rate instant and steady state. In this transient the

action potential amplitude decreases and it arrives to a

level around that the final amplitude presents beat-to-beat

alternation.

In order to study the role that ICl,Ca plays we repeat

the procedure of alternans inducing (increasing pace rate

from a cycle length of 1000 ms to 180ms) decreasing

ICl,Ca in the range of 0 to 100% blockade grades. The

beat-to-beat alternation of AP amplitude decrease if ICl,Ca

is blocked.

Fig. 3 shows the variations of action potential

amplitude at 120 s when ICl,Ca is in the range of 100 to 50

percent of its nominal value. At nominal value (100%)

the difference between high and low AP amplitude is

relevant (44mV – 61 mV). At 50% of ICl,Ca nominal value

the difference is small (54 mV-55 mV).

Results corresponding to decrease ICl,Ca to 40 % of its

nominal value (blockade of current: 60 %) are shown in

Fig. 4. Traces A, B and C respectively show the action

potential, the L-type calcium current and the intracellular

calcium concentration corresponding to blockade

conditions. At the right hand (traces D, E and F) it can be

observed the same plots in control situation (at nominal

value of ICl,Ca).

Fig 4. shows that action potential amplitude does not

present beat-to-beat variation in blockade situation. The

AP amplitude, L-type calcium current and calcium

concentration in blockade situation are higher than

similar traces in control situation ( 67 mV, 98 pA and

47 nM/l, respectively).

Studies in isolated canine atrial myocytes showed that

dogs subject to chronic atrial tachycardia have important

reductions in L-type Ca
2+

 current (ICaL) and transient

outward K
+
 current (Ito1) densities, without any change in

inward rectifier (IK1), the rapid or slow delayed rectifiers

(IKr or IKs), the Ca
2+

-dependent Cl
-
 current, or T-type

Ca2+ current [16]. Ionic remodelling provide insight into

how AF alters atrial electrophysiology to promote its own

maintenance but do not elucidate the substrate that

initially supports AF before remodelling occurs.

Answering this question, other studies prove that AP

alternans lead to conduction block inducing AF [5].

Figure 4. Action potential, L-type calcium current and intracellular calcium concentration, corresponding to control situation (traces D, E and

F, respectively) and calcium-activated chloride current blockade (to 40 % of nominal value) situation (traces A, B and C,

respectively), after sudden change in pace rate from cycle length of 1000 ms to 180 ms.
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4. Conclusion

We propose that Ca
2+

-dependent Cl
-
 current blockade

could prevent alternans generation. In order to study this

hypothesis we induce alternans generation by increase of

pace rate. Our results shown that in control situation

alternans appear and in ICl,Ca blockade situation they do

not appear. For this reason, ICl,Ca blockade could have

antiarrhythmic effect preventing AF generation.
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